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Bifurcation from Classical to Quantum distinguishability 




1 Extended abstruct 
Physical observable is not unique target on which we can speak of "dynamics". In fact， as to 
be seen here， it is also possible to discuss dynamics of "informatic ability" defined through some 
"informatic t部 ks"出 sociatedwith physical (evoluting) states. Such dynamics can be highly 
nonlinear even in cases where the state evolution is linear itself. 
In the present work， we consider， asan example of such "informatic ability" ， distinguishability 
of two thermalization processes which can be defined through the following twかpartygame2 : 
(1) Alice (ωith heαtbαth)αnd Bob (ωith ancillαjαgree to use t1包ωI
αωs pαraαmeters 0ザ1the 9αme. (2) Choosing one 01 the two temperature sj with probαbilityπj 
α= 0 or 1)， Alice prl陀'epα何 sh仇eαωtbωαt抗hωwhosestωαtおez白se句quilibr吋zum
Getting i仇7η~/ormマm川αtiω ω07η~ from the αnωcilaα， which is interlαcting with the heαtbαth prepαred by Alice， 
Bob guesses the tempera如何 chosenby Alice. (4) 1 his guess is cor問 ct，Bob ωns. Otherwise 
Alice wins. In this game， the distinguishabillity of two thermalization processes can be defined 
鉛 theprobability of Bob's winning. 
Here let us discuss what Bob can do when he has one qubit as ancilla. Let us suppose 
that the evolution of qubit affected by heatbath whose temperature sj can be described as 3 
(角) 乙ー j)t t =eLEρ0， where 
げ).=一 (σ- σ+-j{σ+σ-， . })一件 (σ+ σー -~{σ-σ+ ヲ }) ο) 
1 E-mail: imafuku@imailab.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp 
2 Our purpose here is not to propose game being fair against malicious players， but just to explain situation 
we focus on. Therefore we are assuming that Alice and Bob always follow the rule of the game. 
3 As known wel， this equation can be derived by simple model with some reasonable assumptions. Pay attention 
that we chose a representation so that the fre Hamiltonian of the qubit is represented出 Hs=去の・
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An optimal success probability of巾 distinctionbetween p~ßo) (with probability π0) and ρjA) 
(with probability 町)can be obtained部
p(pyo) ， ρ~ßl)) maxしむ (D ~(β'0)\ι ーむ (D ~(βdì 1 
|“u"" ¥ .LJUPt J -， "1"" ¥ .LJ1Pt J I Eo，El L ・/¥・ /J
= 7rO +乞positiveeigen value of (叫βI)叫角))， (2) 
where Eo and E1 (Eo， E1とoand Eo + E1 = 1) are a POVM to distinuish the two states. 
Therefore， time evolution of the distinguishability of the two thermal processes are given as 
Pqubit(t) =ザ [p(ρ~ßO) ， p~ßl))] (3) 
Let us consider also a classical counterpart of the above. Since we are discussing thermalization 
process， the cl蹴 icalcounterpart of the state evolution (1) would be a balance equation of a 
classical two levewl system. In fact， itis known that a physically relevant balance equation can 
be obtained by (1) with a restricted choice of initial states within diagonal state. 4 Thus we 
can introduce the elassical counterpart of (3) as 5 
lbit(t) =潟D[p(ρjn勺~ßl))] (4) 
where OD is a set of al diagonal states. 
For simplicity， letus putπ0=π1 = 1/2 in the following. By simple observation， we can see the 
following facts: (，α) Pbit(O) = Pqubit(O) = 1/2，ωhich simply meαns thαt what Bob cαn do αtt = 0 
白pu陀 guess切thoutadditional hint. (b)Pbit(t)三Pqubit(t)αndPbit(t→∞)→Pqωit(t→∞) 
hold αs naturally expected. (c) The initial stαteωhich gives optimα1 distingωshαbility is alωαys 
pu陀 stαte. (d) Adωntαge of qωitαncillαwith陀 spectto clαSS'Lω1 two levelαncillαα，ppearsαt 
t = t* <∞'Lnαbifumαtionalωαy. (For given two temperatu陀 soαηdsl， Pbit(t) = Pqubit(t) 
for 0 :; t :;t* and Pbit(t) < Pqωit(t) for t* < t.) It might be possible to construct a new 
cryptographic primitive based on the above facts. 
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4 Diagonal state in a repr回entationwhich diagonalizesσz・Noticethat the time evolution of diagonal part of 
(1) has a closed form. 
5 Note that this definition automatically restricts POVM to diagonal projective measurement. 
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